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Are you ready for 2021? Or are you like most people wondering where to turn

and what to focus on to ride out this economic storm successfully?

As we head into 2021, the global economic uncertainty is perpetuated by the

COVID pandemic second wave surges, pressurised markets, increased crisis

stimulus funding (quantitative easing) and people’s own individual financial

situations changing due to working remotely, retrenchments, restructurings

and slow markets.

The only certainty is that we are in a time of change and reform, where we

must adapt or perish, from the way we work to the way we think. This includes

the way we manage our finances and think about wealth-building.

DCX Bullion is about empowering our clients with knowledge and clear

solutions that will navigate them through the foreseen hardships. A common

phrase; Information equals Power, stands truer today than ever.

Through many changing times, world wars and economic downturns, there has

been a few constants; reliable assets that stood the test of time. Bullion is one

of these reliable consistent assets. Both Gold and Silver have also been used as

a form of monetary exchange for more than 2000 years, but it is the value they

each offer today that make them even more important:

• Gold has been an inflationary hedge to all currencies, and countries have

maintained a stockpile growth (some countries have diminished their

holdings, which will count against them going forward) and the demand will

continue to increase going forward into the uncertain global future we are

facing.

• Silver remains one of the most utilised industrial commodities on the planet.

Its demand is on the rise with the “Green” sector’s increased sale of solar

panels, turbine harvesting technologies and the exponential growth of

electric-powered vehicles. Silver is currently severely under-valued and

becoming more and more scarce.

The above factors, and more, put Bullion in a very good position going

forward into this decade.
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DCX Bullion is about “Building Generational Wealth through Commodities”.

The ethos behind DCX Bullion is focused on protecting our Clients’ wealth over

a long period and moving it out of Fiat currencies such as the Rand or US

Dollar and into Gold and Silver. Over the last 100 years Gold and Silver have

offered significant growth whilst Fiat currencies have lost massive value over

the period. Considering where the current global economy is and what is

expected to happen over the next decade it makes sense to own physical

Bullion.

We offer the following services: supply of bullion into the South African

market, standard and customised manufacturing, world-class vaulting and

door-to-door delivery and collection. Our product range has grown into one

that is appropriate for our South African Clients and soon our International

Client base.

This report it focused on an analysis of the performance of Gold and Silver

over the last 100 years and projections of expected performance during the

coming decade. It has been compiled from resources of various global bullion

and economic experts incorporating DCX Bullion analysis and comments.

In the words of Jeff Brown*, in our opinion one of America’s most accurate

technology investor: “I believe we're on the cusp of something we haven't seen

in 20 years. Fortunes will be made and lost over the next few months…”

We look forward to assisting you in protecting and growing your wealth for

many generations to come.

Regards,

Deon Rebello and the DCX Bullion Group

*Jeff Brown: Time and time again the mainstream press has been dead wrong when it comes to stock

market predictions, from the dot-com bubble, to the recent financial crisis. Jeff and his research firm in

the US have been correct on every big prediction, going back to Black Monday in 1987. In 2000 this group

called the exact peak of the dot-com boom saying there was going to be a catastrophic crash. They

forecasted the Housing Crash, Crypto Crash and earlier when not a single analyst forecasted a chance of

recession, they warned Americans again and told them to get ready for a pullback.
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Considering all the expert analyses and projections the one resounding trend for 2021 is

that this year is forecasted to be bullish, for both gold and silver. Precious metals like Gold

and Silver typically enjoy a safe-haven appeal during times of uncertainty in financial

markets. While other asset classes don’t like increased volatility (signaling greater

uncertainty around cash flows, dividends, etc.), precious metals tend to benefit from periods

of higher volatility as uncertainty increases Silver’s safe-haven appeal. Consequently, Silver

has consistently followed Gold’s path and then exceeded it higher.

The latest bout of concern around the surging coronavirus numbers in this second global

wave has added to volatility as we moved into 2021. The COVID-19 Crisis Stimulus funding

that many countries have had to support non-functioning economies, has not worked as

anticipated. This doesn’t hide the United States Federal Reserve System’s (“FED”) and other

government’s fiscal policy of inflation targeting with economic stimulus packages which are

a direct intervention to simply keep people employed and the population consuming. In

order to enact such measures, the government will need to take on a significant debt

burden, which leads to an increase sovereign debt.
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During the 2020 Medium-Term Budget Policy Statement in October 2020, Minister of

Finance Tito Mboweni warned that South Africa is borrowing at a rate of R2.1 billion per day.

Some 21c out off every rand that government earns now goes towards interest payments.

Initial 2020 expectations were to see it grow to 66%, yet government’s debt ballooned to

nearly 82% of GDP by the end of 2020.

In October 2020, Lesetja Kganyago Governor of the South African Reserve Bank (SARB) said

GDP for 2021 would grow by 3.6%. The IMF have now down graded that to 2.8% for 2021

and 2022 would slow to just 1.4%.

National debt of South Africa in relation to gross domestic product (GDP): 2015 - 2025

This statistic shows the national debt of South Africa from 2015 to 2020 in relation to gross domestic product (GDP), with projections up until 2025. 
The figures refer to the whole country and include the debts of the state, the communities, the municipalities and the social insurances.

South Africa needs major economic reforms to

miss this massive iceberg that SA.Inc is on a

collision course with.

Argentina defaulted in May:

From 59 Peso : 1 USD in Jan 2020 to 87 Peso : 1 USD to date.

The Argentinean Peso is expected to trade at 88.81 by the

end of this quarter, according to Trading Economics global

macro models and analysts expectations, and at 94.1 in 12

months time. The Central Bank will have to choose between

further tightening already strict capital controls or allowing

the peso to devalue more quickly.

Three countries defaulted on their debt in 2020: Argentina, Ecuador and Lebanon.

On Sovereign Debt Default 

the first likely things to 

happen are:

• The currency of the country 

can be devalued

• Taxes increase

• GDP can slow down with 

another 2% in the short 

term

• Living standards are 

impacted

• Pushing an ailing economy 

into hyperinflation

64.19%

67.92%
71.74%

74.09%
77.03%

SARB 
Projections

10/2020

IMF Revised 
Projections 

01/2021

71.20%
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It has rarely been more important to own physical Gold and Silver than right now. These

precious metals offer long-term wealth protection, where other asset classes have crumbled

or shown some decreases in value overtime.

This means that any dips in the price of bullion should be looked at as buying opportunities,

especially for those who don’t hold a meaningful amount. A stacking strategy is the best

way for individuals who don’t have vast amounts to spend at a time, allowing them to

accumulate bullion over a longer period.

Remember, Gold and Silver are less about the price, and more about its value and the

buying power it holds in the future.

In order to fully understand where Gold and Silver have been and are headed, its important

to review both individually and lay down the contributing factors that show the road ahead.

R1 million in the BANK on 2 Jan 2020

= R620 000 NOW

R1 million in GOLD on 2 Jan 2020

= R 1 300 000 NOW

R1 million in SILVER on 2 Jan 2020

= R 1 530 000 NOW

RAND

-38%

GOLD

+30%

SILVER

+53%

***A DCX Bullion price watch project from 02 Jan to 31 Dec 2020
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Historically, Gold has been around since thousands of years as an important metal, but it

wasn’t used as a form of a currency until around 550 B.C. It played an important role

through the Roman Empire where Emperor Augustus, who reigned from 31 B.C. to 14 A.D.,

set the price of gold at 45 coins to the pound. In 1257, Great Britain set the price for an

ounce of Gold at 0.89 pounds.

In the 1800s most countries printed paper currencies that were supported by their values in

Gold. This was known as the Gold standard. In 1971, US President Richard Nixon instructed

the Federal Reserve Bank to stop honouring the dollar’s value in Gold and remove the dollar

from the Gold Standard, thus ended its primary use as a currency value for the US Dollar.

This was one of the catalysts in driving Gold to be a stand-alone asset that was still held by

banks as reserve currency for its intrinsic value. Over the last 50 years globally, government

holding of reserve currency has decreased, on the other hand countries such as China and

Russia have increased theirs.

The price of Gold skyrocketed, from a value of $40 per ounce, once it was removed from the

dollar and in less than 10 years it rose to a value of $2,249 per ounce in relative terms by

1980.
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Gold is one of the most well established and mature markets around when it comes to

investable assets. It has been an important commodity in the past, and it has its major uses

in electronics and jewellery, but as a market, it is often seen as a great safe-haven for several

reasons.

Gold often moves in anti-correlation to the traditional markets. That implies that the

commodity is a great hedge against financial troubles, but it is also an asset that has shown

steady and solid growth in value for a long time.

Gold is not an asset that is prone to big price swings, or high volatility, but it is known to

almost constantly be growing as its uses and market desire keep growing. Another

important aspect is that Gold as an asset is scarce with an uncertainty in the supply of the

physical commodity. This means the markets are often worth watching, and forecasting Gold

prices for the next 10 years, can lead to positive gains over this period.
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When we look at commodities’ performance in the market, there are certain trends visible in

the performance graphs that are indicators of future movement. A common formation is the

Cup Formation where prices drop in a gradual gradient to pick up and outperform the

previous high, and it’s an indication of a full cycle.

Today, the Gold price is in a good position having set an all-time high in August 2020 at

$2,070 per ounce. The main reason for this growth spurt over the last couple of years has

been the concern about the impending recession and the need for a safe-haven asset. The

COVID 19 Pandemic stretching across the Globe has also played its part and has made the

financial markets full of fear and uncertainty, whilst the unprecedented Crisis Stimulus

Funding flooded (and is flooding) all economies.

Gold played a big role in 2008 when the last financial crisis struck, but as the economy

recovered, the need for a safe-haven asset fell away and the price of Gold started dropping

after it peaked in September 2011 at $1,921 to a low in December 2015 of $1,049. Over the

next 5 years the upward movement of the Cup Formation continued to the August 2020

peak, thus completing the full cup formation and building into the next phase for Gold (Bull

Flag Formation).
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DCX Tradingview Chart

CHANGE USD% ZAR%
1 Year 24.43 30.41
5 Years 70.73 78.13
20 Years  601.16 1271.01

Gold Price 

Performance
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Because Gold is such a mature and established market, there are several factors that come

into play when determining its price and how it is affected. Gold is a rather unique asset

compared to things like stocks and bonds, and that also makes it act differently. The fact

that it operates as a hedge means one needs to look for factors that impact other assets

differently.

Consumption demand has to do with the uses of Gold as an asset removed from its

market. Demand for Gold keeps changing, and in recent times has been boosted as

electronics manufacturers have seen the use of Gold in their goods for conductivity.

Gold is also consumed as jewellery, and there are big drives in demand even from Global

governments who seek out Gold as a store of value that they keep in Central Banks. As

mentioned before, Gold is an asset that helps with protection against volatility. There is a

demand for Gold from people who are looking to protect themselves from volatility and

uncertainty. Gold is a physical asset, so it can be stored and kept by individuals, and its

market moves differently from typical volatile markets, and serves as a hedge against

uncertainty.

Underlining Gold’s attraction as an asset for good times and bad, most investors would buy

Gold whether the domestic economy was growing or in recession. Gold and inflation also

work together as inflation is one way in which money can quickly devalue, and when this

happens, people would rather have their money kept in something that would grow or hold

in value like Gold.

In times when inflation remains high over a longer period, Gold becomes a tool to hedge

against inflationary conditions. This pushes Gold price forecasts higher in the inflationary

period. In a similar way Gold and interest rates also play their part in moving the price of

Gold as lower interest rates, usually come about when there are times of financial

uncertainty and governments want people to spend, making saving money harder. However,

keeping Gold means that the interest rate drops are kept away, and the value of saving is

maintained through the precious metal. In fact, according to some industry experts, under

normal circumstances, there is a negative relationship between Gold and interest rates.

Interestingly, there are unusual instances that also affect the Gold price from regional areas

that are impacted by things like the weather. For example, India annually consumes 800-850

tons of Gold and rural India accounts for 60 percent of the country’s Gold consumption.

Therefore, monsoon season plays a big part in Gold consumption. If the crop is good,

farmers from these rural areas buy more Gold from their earnings to create assets.

Because Gold is also seen as an effective portfolio diversifier due to its low to negative

correlation with all major asset classes it is often picked up in times of uncertainty and

therefore one of the factors to look out for is the relation between Gold and

the other asset classes feeling the pressure or the pleasure in the current 

financial circumstances.
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In times of geo-political uncertainty Gold is often used as a hedge as it provides a more

stable value when there are looming crises such as war. These geo-political tensions also add

pressure onto financial markets but help in boosting the demand and value of Gold.

Interestingly this links into how a weakening dollar leads to a stronger Gold price. The

dollar is very much linked to Gold as it is primarily exchanged for dollars. But because of its

negative correlation, when the dollar loses value — such as through inflation — then the

Gold price often goes up.

Finally, because Gold has a finite supply that is mined, it is mostly recycled. When the

global demand rises, it is hard to meet supply, consequently, demand heavily rises the price

of the asset.

A lot happened as a result of the last 50 years (1971 – 2021). Gold’s price was no longer

fixed and after Nixon removed the US Dollar from the Gold Standard, the Gold price

exploded by 385% from the end of 1974 to 1980, when the metal topped out at $850 an

ounce as the U.S. coped with historical levels of high inflation.

Over the past 50 years, Gold has expanded more than 46 times, with a compound

annual growth rate (CAGR) of about 8%.

1/2oz Big 5 AU 999,9 Fine Gold 
Minted Medallion

2021 Marks 50 Years Since Nixon Closed the Gold Window

12
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The Gold price forecast 2021, looks like it could be a positive one. It also comes off the back

of a good couple of years (2019 and 2020) for the precious metal which had many geo-

political factors impact its price and its growth in an upward trend. 2021 is expected to see

more growth in line with what happened with 2020 as there is still geo-political tension,

especially considering the conflict between the US and China and their trade war, not to

mention Brexit and the European Union and the 2020 US Election debacle. Furthermore, we

have been heavily impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic which has put the world’s economy

into a massive recession and possibly an impending depression.

The Fed began expanding its balance sheet in 2009 after the financial crisis, where it printed

huge sums of money and Gold rose from $800 to $1,200 an ounce. Having peaked at its

previous record high of $1,921 in September 2011, Gold set a record peak 

price in 2020 on the heels of the COVID 19 impact on the economy and to 

hedge against any inflation that resulted from stimulus money in 2020.

Gold Chart 2020 – 2021

The daily chart of Gold (05 Jan 2021 
currently $1,938.60 has broken 
clearly above the intermediate 

trendline, confirming a cycle 
breakout and subsequent 6-month 

low in late November. Precious 
metals should rally into at least 
March, but April or May is more 
likely before correcting into the 

next 6-month low. Minimum target 
for this advance is $2,300.

Bull Flag
Formation

In order to combat the impact of the virus on the global economy

we have seen the Federal Reserve start to lower interest rates to

very low positions. The policy of quantitative easing is in full swing

in some of the world’s largest economies and this spells good news

for Gold as saving is being disregarded when it comes to dollars,

and a new medium for saving is needed, such as Gold. More so, as

explained above, Gold is known to grow in value when the value of

the dollar drops, and the FED has been clear that it is happy to

inflict masses of inflation and dollar debasement to stimulate

spending and increase liquidity through money printing.
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Gold is a mature and well-established market (settled and slow moving one) and there are a

lot of predictions that are made into the future for the precious metal. There are factors that

need to be considered for long term Gold price forecasts that are often unpredictable, such

as the mining supply or geo-political tensions. The factors that help drive Gold and have

been mostly driving the price up slowly over the years, such as currency inflation and the

need for safe-haven assets.

Gold Price Predictions for the next 5 years to 2025 - $2300 - $3500

As explained above, the movement of Gold is primarily upwards, but at a slow pace. That

said, the price of Gold could skyrocket at this important juncture and have a lasting impact

on the Gold price predictions for the next 5 years. Gold has pulled back from the highs in

August 2020, but it could be forming a cup and handle (Bull Flag Formation) pattern that

could send prices soaring much higher.

• Rich Dad, Poor Dad Author Robert Kiyosaki sees Gold reaching $3,000, and various

banks have now adjusted their targets above the previous $2,000 level.

• Jeff Clark, Senior Analyst, GoldSilver.com, explains why it has never been a better time

to own Gold than now: “The most important message from this analysis is that even if

Gold rises only modestly this year, or even takes a dip, it has rarely been more important to

own. That means that dips in price should be bought, especially for anyone who doesn’t

hold a meaningful amount. There are many factors, of course, that could impact the Gold

price in both the short and long term,”

• Kai Hoffman, CEO of Oreninc Merchant Bank: "If there is no slowdown in GDP per capita

growth, then Gold trades higher," he said pointing to GDP growth in the key Gold markets

of China and India. "And it's very foreseeable and easy to see (the Gold price) go to US

$4,000 in the next three years."

Gold Price Prediction For Next 10 years to 2030 - $2300 - $3732

Looking further ahead in the Gold forecast, even the Gold price prediction chart for the next

10 years seems promising for the asset, as the general Gold prediction remains that its value

will only go up. This is most likely especially considering there is a financial crisis looming

and we saw what happened in the 10 years following 2008.

• Nick Santiago of InTheMoneyStocks: “I love what Gold is doing — I don’t want to see

Gold break out right now because I think Gold is going to make a big, big surge in the next

few years.”

Gold Price Predictions for the next 5 years to 2025 - $2,300 - $3,500

Gold Price Prediction For Next 10 years to 2030 - $2,300 - $3,732
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In the world of investing, there is of course always going to be risk and potential for loss.

Gold is no different, but it is also one of the least risky investments that there is. It is an asset

that will always be in demand, either for its uses in jewellery and electronics, or from central

banks and investors.

Gold is a resource that has an uncertain, but scarce, supply. This supply is dwindling which

means the demand will keep rising along with the price. More so, the factors that impact the

future Gold price prediction are only going to get more relevant with the COVID-19 crisis

and the ongoing need for a safe-haven asset.

Below is an overview of forecasted Gold prices by Market Analysts and Industry Specialists.

We share them to illustrate how other analysts think about a Gold price forecast for 2021

and beyond.

YEAR DCX BULLION GOLD PRICE PREDICTION 

2021 - $2,300

2025 - $3,000 - $3,500

2030 - $5,300
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*(Conservative) 

Analyst Gold Price Prediction 

2021 2025

Citi Analysts $2,400

Goldman Sachs $2,300

Bank of America $2,063

Australian Bank ANZ $2,300

Credit Suisse $2,200

ABN AMRO $2,200

Kitco.com $2,000 - $2,250

Nicoya Research $3,250

WalletInvestor.com $2,098

TradingEconomics $1,913

GoldSilver.com - Jeff Clark $2,100 - $2,500 $3000 - $10,000

Bloomberg Intelligence $4,500

Capital Economics $1,900

CIBC $2,300

Citigroup $2,100

Commerzbank $2,300

Investing Haven Research Team Bullish, spikes between $2,200 and $2,400

Ross Norman (1st Place in the LBMA gold survey for nine times) $2,228

CPM Group - Jeff Christian $1,922 Significantly higher than $2,000

$2,124,94 average

Why DCX Bullion 999.9 Fine Gold Medallions?
In South Africa, Gold medallions fall under the same category class as Collector Coins and Jewellery. 

Kruger Rands are legal tender and Gold bars are regulated. 

DCX Bullion’s full Gold Medallion Range starting from 1/10oz  to 32.2 troy oz (1001g) can be 

customised to cover every investor’s, whether business or personal’s, requirements, whilst remaining 

within the Collector Coin and Jewellery Category Class.
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What Contributes To Silver’s Out-Performance of Gold

There are several reasons why Silver often lags Gold in starting a major upward price move,

but then rises faster in percentage terms. One of the most important reasons is that the

Silver market is significantly smaller than the Gold market. In 2019, for example, the dollar

value of the Gold market was around 5.5 times that of Silver.

The market size for Gold and Silver is defined here as the summation of annual physical

supply (comprised of newly refined mine output, secondary recovery from scrap, and in the

case of Gold net official transactions in those years when the official sector has been a net

supplier of Gold to the market), futures and options exchange trading volume, and London

Bullion market clearing volumes.

This year (2020) the price of Silver fell to a historically low value relative to that of Gold. The

Gold:Silver price ratio rose to a record 126:1 in the middle of March 2020. Since that time, it

has fallen to 74:1. By the end of December 2020 the Silver yearly performance was 53%

(ZAR) and Gold was 30% (ZAR).

Given the smaller size of the Silver market it takes less effort for investors to move the price

of the metal higher or lower. The smaller size of the market essentially increases volatility

which, while supportive of outperformance compared to Gold when prices are rising, also 

adds risk to the performance of Silver as a stand-alone asset and to any 

portfolio in which precious metals are included.
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Silver, unlike other times in its history, may potentially benefit from several key factors

including an ongoing rise in industrial demand as well as Central Bank monetary policies

and geo-political conditions. In the last decade, Global Central Banks have fought off a

slowing economy using ultra-low rates and massive quantitative easing. The ability of central

banks however, to print massive amounts of currency, could potentially weigh on paper

currencies in the decades to come, making Silver and other hard assets potentially more

attractive to long-term investors.

Silver has stood the test of time as a reliable store of wealth and value, and the white metal

is likely to continue to be sought after for its price appreciation potential and its potential to

provide a meaningful hedge against numerous economic and geo-political issues.

Silver as an Industrial Commodity
Silver is the most undervalued commodity on earth, second to oil it’s the world’s most useful

commodity. It has the highest heat & electrical conductivity and in the world we are moving

into, energy efficiency and “green” technology will require more Silver.

Silver is used in the following; electronics  (TV’s, Laptops, Cell Phone etc), appliances 

(washing machines, refrigerator etc), mirrors, renewable energy sources (solar panels and 

wind turbines), medical and dental equipment and electric car engines.

Renewable energy sources are expected to increase by 4.5 times their current level by

2030, expanding their share of global electricity generation from 6% to 14%. And by 2050 it

is estimated that solar panels and wind turbines will require three times more Silver than

what is used today. Solar is already the largest component of industrial demand for Silver

and its demand within that sector is growing.

Solar power costs less and can be installed faster than most other energy sources. This

makes it especially appealing to second and third world countries; both China and India are

on track to see a significant increase in solar capacity. Solar power is expected to more

than triple by 2030. According to The Silver Institute the photovoltaic industry will use 98

million ounces in 2021, this is over half of Mexico’s annual Silver output, the largest Silver

producing country in the world.

Another industry that uses Silver in its manufacturing is the Automotive industry. All cars

today use more Silver than they did 10-20 years ago. It’s used in infotainment systems,

navigation systems, electric power steering, airbag deployment systems, automatic braking,

and security and driver alertness systems. More-over the average internal combustion

engine (ICE) vehicle uses an estimated 15-28 grams of Silver per vehicle. But an electric

vehicle (EV) uses 25-50 grams of Silver per vehicle. Manufacturing an EV will therefore

require nearly twice as much Silver. Hybrid vehicles also use

18-34 grams of Silver per vehicle.
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Imminent legislation in Europe and globally is to incentivise Automotive Companies to offer

more zero-emission vehicles, which require more Silver.

Silver has superior electrical properties, making it ideal for the various components that EVs

use more of than ICE vehicle, for example batteries. The Silver Institute predicts that metal

demand for the Auto Industry will increase so much that within the next four years Silver will

become the second largest source of industrial use. Elon Musk – Tesla CEO has recently

stated that by 2025 they will be producing 1 million EV’s. More EVs manufactured

means a greater demand in Silver.

Another important link is that most ancillary automotive services require Silver, including

charging stations and charging points for EV’s.

The Silver Institute estimates that the automotive sector will gobble up as much as 90

million ounces of Silver annually by 2025.

We are truly moving into the Silver Age and to expect a Silver price of $1,000 by the end of

the decade isn’t far fetched anymore. Demand will jump from both industrial users and

investors. This one-two punch will have a direct impact on the Silver market. The greater

demand has a very clear impact on price: higher.

The latest World Silver Survey, published by the Silver Institute and Metals Focus, indicates

that in 2019 the Silver market experienced an overall global Silver supply increase despite a

1 percent decrease in mine production. In 2020, mine production was expected to fall 5

percent to 797 million ounces, while overall global Silver supply was projected to drop by 4

percent to 978 million ounces. That would be the lowest level in global Silver supply since

2009.

On the Silver demand side, the electric vehicle and photovoltaic markets contributed greatly

to increase Silver consumption in 2019. “Photovoltaic demand registered an impressive 7

percent increase in offtake, rising to its second highest annual level,” as per the report.

In 2020, investors’ demand for Silver recorded its highest increase since 2015, rising 12

percent to hit 186.1 million ounces. Holdings in exchange-traded products experienced their

largest annual growth since 2010, up 13 percent to 728.9 million ounces.

For 2021, physical Silver investment, such as Silver bullion coins and Silver bars, could see a

third year of growth, rising 16 percent to 215 million ounces.

“Silver physical investment is forecast to extend its gains this year, with a projected 16

percent rise to a five year high as investors rotate out of equities in search of safe

haven vehicles,” notes the report.
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https://www.silverinstitute.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/World-Silver-Survey-2020.pdf
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The Longest Silver Price Chart 100 years
Many Silver investors nowadays prefer to look at the Silver price on the short-term charts.

Dominant trends are only visible on the longest timeframes so serious investors should

respect the top-down approach when it comes to Silver price analysis. Below is the 100-year

Silver price chart.

Let’s review them one by one:

1. The recent Silver price breakout is meaningful. Hence, we expect this to morph into

something powerful, even though it will need some time.

2. The 8-year decline since the peak in 2011 looks like a mini version of the decline that

followed the peak of 1979. We see this giant bottom formation between 1979 and 2011.

The pattern in the last 8 years looks like a minified version of it.

3. The green arrows indicate when Silver has had a rapid upward move, followed by a cup

formation (yellow) where the right high-side then moves parabolically over a short

period of time. Currently we are at that point now where Silver is expected to make that

parabolic move. High potential, but most of the time bearish or flat,

and only exceptionally bullish. “Once bullish, extremely bullish,” is

what characterises Silver.
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DCX Bullion Differentiator – 100 year Cycle

$1,000oz ?

We believe this chart contains a wealth of insights. It is especially useful 

for our Silver Price Forecast for 2021.

Silver Price Chart from 1920 – 2020  
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In March 2020, Silver fell to a low point of $12, this also pushed the Gold/ Silver Ratio to a

record range of 126 (126oz of Silver to 1oz of Gold). Silver did exceptionally well on it’s

upward rise peaking at $29,38 in August. As we moved towards the end of 2020, there was

a slow down-dipping pullback, which formed a Bull Flag Formation. If we look at the above

chart (Silver Chart 2009 – 2020), it is clear Silver is building the peak of the cup formation

on the right, which still has a lot to go.

**The Silver Chart 2020/ 2021 (Q1) shows technically that silver had formed a Golden Cross, which

from a trading perspective Silver was in a good position to buy. The Golden Cross Index (GCI)

shows the percentage of SPX stocks on LT Trend Model BUY signals (50-EMA > 200-EMA).

The Bullish Percent Index (BPI) shows the percentage of SPX stocks on Point & Figure BUY

signals.

Silver Chart 2020/ 2021 (Q1) 

DCX Tradingview Chart

Silver Chart 2009 - 2020 
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**
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Focusing on the Silver Chart 2020/ 2021 (Q1) technically, Silver had formed a Golden

Cross, which from a trading perspective placed Silver in a good position to buy.

The Golden Cross Index (GCI) shows the percentage of SPX stocks on LT Trend Model BUY

signals (50-EMA > 200-EMA). The Bullish Percent Index (BPI) shows the percentage of SPX

stocks on Point & Figure BUY signals.

Silver confirmed a cycle breakout. The bullish divergence in late November (prices

remained above the September high) suggests robust momentum behind Silver moving

into this avoidance. Consequently, it is possible for a price surge sharply higher over the

next 3-4 months.

A minimum target of $35.00oz but $42.00oz or higher is a real possibility by May/June or

earlier. We can expect some recoveries, but we do believe Silver will finish 2021 in a similar

pricing range.

Silver Price 

Performance

CHANGE USD % ZAR%
1 Year 2019-2020 42,98 53.24
5 Years 2015-2020 84,08 66.38
10 Years 2010-2020 1.94 1.28
20 Years 2000-2020 572,03 979.26
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“Silver physical investment is forecast to extend its gains this year (2021), 
with a projected 16 percent rise to a five year high as investors rotate out of equities in 

search of safe-haven vehicles,” The Silver Institute 2020

100g DCX AG Fine Silver Minted Bar 2kg DCX AG Fine Silver Cast Bars
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Silver Predictions for the Future

Silver can be very volatile at times, the result of its small market size (compared to Gold) and

that it doesn’t take much cash entering or exiting to have a big impact on the price. As such,

the swings—both up and down, can be bigger than what most other assets experience,

including Gold. This fact needs to be considered when looking at how high or low the price

might go.

We have discussed all the factors that will support a major push for Silver over the next

decade. We would like to focus this section, on where Silver can go to. We have stated it

before that, a $1,000 Silver price around 2030 isn’t far-fetched and unrealistic. Demand will

drive the price.

Below is an overview of forecasted Silver prices by Market Analysts and Industry Specialists.

We share them to illustrate how other analysts think about a Silver price forecast for 2021

and beyond.

• Jeff Clark, Senior Analyst, GoldSilver.com explains as a result of his research where

Silver will go. “I decided to buy more Silver! I encourage you to consider that regardless of

where the price may end up over the next few years, Silver represents a very compelling

investment opportunity for the foreseeable future. $100 an ounce minimum over the next 5

years.”

• Craig Hemke of Sprott Money News: “If COMEX Silver shoots all the

way to $38 or so in the first half of the year, it’s not out of the question

that price could move toward…”
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Silver Price Predictions for the next 5 years to 2025 - $180 - $300

Analyst Silver Price Prediction 

2021 2025

Investing Haven Research Team $30

Citi Analysts $40

Goldman Sachs $40

Bank of America $31

ABN AMRO $32

Kitco.com $50

Nicoya Research $55 $169

WalletInvestor.com $28 $37

Mitsubishi $50

TradingEconomics $24 $35

CPM Group - Jeff Christian $35

BNP Paribas $31

GoldSilver.com - Jeff Clark Above $30 $100 - $150

Bloomberg Intelligence $50

CIBC $32

Citigroup $50 $100

Commerzbank $32

$38,88 average
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Looking further ahead in the Silver forecast, even the price prediction chart for the next 10

years seems promising for this asset. The general Silver prediction (like Gold) remains that

its value will only go up, especially considering there is a financial crisis looming and we can

see what happened in the 10 years following 2008.

"We are on a set longer-term expected trajectory as part of this Gold and Silver Super-cycle,

which COVID and the G30 Countries’ Central Banks have just amplified with their money

printing and stimulus packages," said Cynthia Le Sueur-Aquin, CEO of Laurion Mineral

Exploration Inc

Keith Neumeyer, CEO of First Majestic Silver believes Silver could reach into the triple

digits, an idea he reiterated in an interview at the end of 2020. Neumeyer has voiced this

opinion many times, giving the $130 number in a November 2017 interview with Palisade

Radio and again in March 2018 with Kitco. In the past, he’s been even more bold, suggesting

that silver could reach $1,000.

Robert Kiyosaki, best-selling author of Rich Dad Poor Dad when asked “How would you

invest $100,000 in the next decade?” responded with: “I would invest $100,000 in Silver U.S.

Eagles today, not tomorrow. In my opinion, Silver is the most undervalued, lowest-risk,

best investment of all asset classes. Why buy stocks and bonds when both are in bubbles?”

Canadian Bank CIBC - Anita Soni, author of CIBC's precious metals outlook: "Even

though the commodity has already performed well year-to-date, this metal has the potential

to provide investors with even more torque given the relatively smaller market for Silver versus

Gold.”

Bank of America Securities - Commodity Analyst Michael Widmer said: “The COVID-19

pandemic has had a pronounced impact on the metals, as an initial collapse in demand was

accompanied by protracted supply disruptions, a combination that ultimately provided for

strong fundamentals, which we believe will carry over into 2021,”
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YEAR DCX BULLION SILVER PRICE PREDICTION

2021 - $35 - $42

2025 - $100 - $120

2030 - $300 - $450

Silver Price Prediction for the next 10 years to 2030 - $120 - $450

*(Conservative) 

Why DCX Bullion 99.9 Fine Silver Medallions and Bars?

DCX Bullion’s full Silver Medallion, Minted and Cast Bar Range starting from 31,2g medallion to 2kg 

Cast Flat Bar can be customised to cover every investor’s requirements, whether business or personal.
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Many of our Clients want to know what is the percentage split between Gold and Silver to

consider when investing. Based on the Full DCX Bullion Outlook 2021 Report, it is clear

both precious metals will add value in hedging your wealth.

The percentage split for the next 5-10 years is:

• 60% Silver and 40% Gold split – Conservative to Aggressive

• 70% Silver and 30% Gold split – Aggressive

We believe Silver is severely undervalued and now deserves its time. The next decade

will be where this precious metal will come to the fore, hence both percentage splits

favouring Silver.

We will update our Clients with our next Outlook Mid-Year Report - June 2021.

Please contact us directly for further information.:

Website: www.dcxbullion.com | Email: info@dcxbullion.com | Tel: +27(0)83 255 4341
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Disclaimer:- DCX Bullion (Pty) Ltd is not a registered investment, legal or tax advisor or a broker/dealer. This information is not a substitute

for financial advice from a professional who is aware of the facts and circumstances of your individual situation. Investing in precious metals

involves risks and may not be suitable for everyone. You are therefore urged to consult with your own financial advisor(s) before making a

decision. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. Investing in precious metal(s) often involves a degree of risk that

makes them unsuitable for certain individuals. You should carefully consider the suitability of precious metals as a personal investment choice

before making any decisions that may affect your financial situation. The information contained in this report is not intended as, and shall not

be understood or construed as, financial advice. All investment/financial opinions expressed by DCX Bullion are from the personal research

and experience of the owners and intended as educational material. Although best efforts are made to ensure that

all information is accurate and up to date, occasionally unintended errors and misprints may occur. DCX Bullion

makes no guarantees with respect to future prices, or performance of bullion and precious metals. Bullion prices

fluctuate and may lose value. When considering bullion purchases you are subject to a variety of risks beyond

the control of DCX Bullion. DCX Bullion is not liable or responsible for those risks. Those risks include,

without limitation, risks associated with the price volatility of the products.

DCX BULLION – Gold & Silver 

Medallions and Bars

**We offer full customisation of our Bullion to 

meet all requirements both business and 

personal 

http://www.dcxbullion.com/

